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To open your automatic USDT trading account, you'll need a few
things. 

Setup a Kraken Account.
You may need to buy
crypto in a Coinbase
Wallet Account and then
transfer funds to Kraken.

You'll need a minimum of $100 USDT. 
We will show you how to convert your 
own currency to USDT.

Only ever use your friends referral link. 
Don't trust links from the internet or 
elsewhere.

DIGITAL WALLET

FUNDS

REFERRAL LINK
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Referral Link

Confirm Email

Complete Details Set Passwords
Have your friends link or QR 
Code to setup your account

You need to confirm your email 
address by clicking the link they 

send you. 

Only ever use your friends referral link.
Don't trust links from the internet or elsewhere.

REFERRAL

and enter the text 
verification code

Account Password and 
Transaction Password
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Link
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You need a digital wallet that allows TRC20 network transfers. 
We recommend Kraken and will step you through the process below.

2fa Security

Setup Wallet

Identification

Complete Details

All Setup

Activation E-mail

Your account is setup and

verified. You're ready to fund 

the account with your fiat 

currency so you can buy 

Cryptocurrency.
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Get Kraken NOT Kraken PRO

Choose INTERMEDIATE Level
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Click DEPOSIT

Search for AVAX Avalanche

Copy Wallet Address 

Click SEND

Enter amount $110 or more*

Search for AVAX Avalanche

ENTER copied AVAX wallet
address from Kraken

Confirm Transaction

Click BUY

Search for AVAX Avalanche

Enter amount $115 or more

Select Payment Method
(Paypal is fastest)

Confirm Transaction

In Kraken

BUY In Coinbase SEND From Coinbase

You can either buy funds using your fiat bank account or
you can transfer funds from another digital wallet such
as Coinbase. If you buy funds, you'll need to wait 72
hours before you can withdraw to fund your bot. If you
transfer from another wallet, you can withdraw funds
instantly.

BANK DOESN'T SUPPORT KRAKEN?

If your bank does not currently support Kraken, set up a Coinbase Account, purchase AVAX, and
then transfer AVAX cryptocurrency from Coinbase into Kraken. You may need to wait up to 7 days
before Coinbase will allow you to withdraw funds into Kraken unless you purchase using Paypal,
then it's usually same day availability. 

COINBASE GETTING STARTED INSTRUCTIONS: 
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/getting-started/getting-started-with-coinbase/create-a-
coinbase-account

Use a referral code for Coinbase from your friend to get $10 FREE! 

Click Buy

Search for USDT Tether

Enter Amount $110 or more

Pay with Online Banking with Trustly 

Swipe to Confirm

BUY In Kraken

WalletFUND YOUR
SEND FUNDS FROM BANK TO BINANCE

PREFERRED METHOD

*WARNING: Do NOT send less than .51 AVAX from Coinbase to Kraken or funds will be lost. 



Login

Click MINE

Select RECHARGE

Scroll to the bottom

Copy the Wallet Address given

Select CONVERT Crypto

Search for Cryptocurrency you are converting FROM

Search for USDT Tether which you are inverting TO

Enter Amount Converting

Swipe To Confirm

Your wallet will now reflect USDT amount

You add funds into your COTP account through 
RECHARGE

Convert your cryptocurrency
(Ex/ AVAX or Bitcoin) into USDT
to send to your trading account. 

SEND FUNDS FROM KRAKEN TO COTP

FUND YOUR
BUY USDT

Bot

In COTP

IN KRAKEN
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Now that you have USDT in
your  Kraken Account and
your Trading Wallet address
that you want to send it to.... it
time!

BUY USDT

 
Allow up to 30 minutes for your funds to transfer from 

Kraken to your COTP Account.
 

Follow on to learn how to use this automated trading platform.
It's simple as....

You're ready to start trading!
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FUND YOUR

IN KRAKEN

Bot

Withdraw

Search USDT Tether

Enter Amount 

Select Enter New Address

Network is Tron (TRC20) 

Create a Description

Paste your COTP Account Address

Confirm



ONLY trade when the 
transaction area is 0.000

Click the "Immediate
Competition for Orders"

Once you trade, your funds are out in the market and return to you, along 
with your profits in 2 hours. 

Login & go to Transaction Hall

Transaction Hall WARNING Scan the Market

TradeLET'S
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The scanner will return to you a 
transaction where you can sell 

high and buy back low.

REPEAT EVERY TWO HOURS

Every 2 hours (approximately) the transaction is complete and your funds, including profits,
return to your wallet. We recommend setting your alarm for 2 hours and 15 minutes to
remember to return to your account and trade again. 

Confirm the transaction Keep repeating this process 
until you have less than $5 

in your wallet

Sell Confirm Repeat

SET YOUR ALARM
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Trade
5

LET'S
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COMMISSION

FIND YOUR UNIQUE LINK

SHARE VIA QR CODE OR LINK

The QR code at the top is helpful if your face to 
face with your friend. 
Otherwise, scroll right to the bottom and click 
"CLICK HERE TO COPY"
Then send in a message to your friends/family.

As a thank you, COPT wants to share even more
profits with you. 

 
The table to the right shows you the rates for level 1, 2
and 3. 

Like most platforms these days, you are 
rewarded for sharing the opportunity. 

COPT sends you a small thank you payment 
and you can also claim this every 2 hours 

and compound it in your trades. 
You receive referrals for 3 levels below you.

THANK YOU...

SCROLL DOWN

CLICK "MINE" then "INVITE FRIENDS"
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OpportunitySHARE THIS



COLLECT

EVERY LEVEL

SAFE TRADING

Click on level 1, 2 and 3 and receive all of the 
thank you payments. This will bring them into 
your trading wallet.

Any investment carries risk. Forex, Crypto, Property, etc

We always recommend you never trade more funds
than you can afford to lose. 

 
Once profits are rolling in, start to withdraw your

initial capital, so that its no longer at risk. 
 

       Once you've withdrawn your initial investment
amount, you're then only trading with profits and

your no worse off than when you started.

CLICK ALL 3 LEVELS

NEVER TRADE MORE...

When you have friends in your team,,,

1 0

CLICK "MINE" then "MY TEAM"

RewardsCLAIM YOUR



Trading in foreign exchange (“Forex”) or Cryptocurrency on margins entails high risk and
is not suitable for all investors. Past performance is not an indication of future results. 

 
You should also be aware of all the risks associated with foreign exchange and
cryptocurrency trading and contact an independent financial advisor in case of doubt. 

 
CWW does not own this software or the brokerage firm that is used for trading. CWW
is purely sharing its results and offering people to use the same services at they do. It
is up to you, as the consumer to do your own research. CWW will not be held
accountable for any losses incurred by the funding of the account, trading through the
brokerage firm or any withdrawals through cryptocurrency. CWW will not be held
accountable for any loses whatsoever. CWW is purely sharing its trading journey &
trading history through their communication channels. 

 
CWW DOES NOT provide any financial advice and users of this automation should
consult with their own advisor for financial advice. We are not a finance or trading firm
and our employees are not acting as your advisors. The information shared with our
users is general legal information and should not be construed as financial advice to be
applied to any specific factual situation. Any use of our services does not create or
constitute a advisor-client relationship between CWW or any employee of or other
person associated with CWW and a user of the Site. As the law differs in each legal
jurisdiction and may be interpreted or applied differently depending on your location or
situation, the information on our Site is not a substitute for the advice of a Financial
Advisor.

 
There is no guarantee or warranty and that we are not responsible for any loss, injury,
claim, liability, or damage ("damages") related to your use of this System, whether
from errors or omissions in the content of the System or any other linked sites. We
are not responsible for any damages from the System being inaccessible to the user
and use of the System is at your own risk. 

 
CWW does not endorse any content provided by any linked sites, nor does it assume
any responsibility for the interpretation or application of any information originating
from such content. In addition, CWW does not endorse any content contained in any
advertising or links shared on the Site or within the community, nor does it assume any
responsibility for the quality or integrity of such work.

DISCLAIMER
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Yes. You can access all of your funds whenever they aren't in transaction. 

Withdrawals are almost instant. Allow up to 10 minutes for it to appear in your Kraken
Account.

No, you can only transfer funds with a platform that supports TRC 20 NOT ERC 20. We
recommend moving funds from Coinbase into Kraken.

Team members with an account balance over $500 can be invited to use our
automation system. This will trade your account every 2 hours, therefore maximizing
the 11 trade opportunities in a 24 hour period. 

There is a $100/month fee for this automation service. You will need to provide your
account password, this does not give access to your funds (you can only access funds
with the transaction password, sms code and face recognition. Ask your friend to
connect you with Jacque Merville to assist with setting up automation.

You can withdraw your funds anytime that they aren't in transaction. If they're in 
transaction, wait the 2 hours until the funds & profits land back into your wallet then you
can withdraw. You'll need your TRANSACTION password, text verification and camera 
ID to be able to withdraw.

Q4. Can I use my Coinbase or Coinbase Pro
account?

Q3. can i withdraw all my money?

Q1. when can i withdraw my money

Q2. how long do withdrawals take?

Q5. Is there a way to automate the trades?

Frequently Asked Questions
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Would you prefer to sleep soundly, knowing your
trades are happening every 2 hours?

Team members with an account balance over $500 can be invited to use our
automation system. This will trade your account every 2 hours, therefore maximizing
the 11 trade opportunities in a 24 hour period. 

COST: $100/month usdt for this automation service

HOW: You will need to provide your account password, this does not give access to
your funds (you can only access funds with the transaction password, sms code and
face recognition)

 
Email cryptowisewomen@gmail.com and request to be setup.

Automated every 2 hours

Interested?  Emai l  cryptowisewomen@gmail .com

Auto 
Trading


